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I. Introduction 1 

Q. Will you please identify yourself? 2 

A. My name is Ross C. Hemphill.  I am the same witness as previously provided direct 3 

testimony (ComEd Ex. 1.0) in this Docket.  4 

A. Summary of Hemphill Rebuttal Testimony 5 

Q. What are the purposes and subjects of this rebuttal testimony? 6 

A. I introduce and summarize the rebuttal testimonies of Commonwealth Edison Company 7 

(“ComEd”).  The fact that my testimony, or that of any other rebuttal witness, does not 8 

discuss a particular claim or recommendation does not mean that ComEd agrees with it or 9 

accepts it.  Section I of my testimony is this Introduction.   10 

In Section II, I explain how the Staff and intervenor direct testimonies generally 11 

relate to the annual performance-based formula ratemaking structure under which 12 

ComEd’s proposed Rate DSPP – Delivery Service Pricing and Performance (“Rate 13 

DSPP”) will operate.   14 

In Section III, I respond to particular proposed adjustments and disallowances 15 

that are contrary to sound public or ratemaking policy, or inconsistent with the annual 16 

formula ratemaking structure.  Other witnesses will also address these adjustments and 17 

disallowances and explain flaws in their support, quantification, or consistency.   18 

In Section IV, I address rate design issues, including whether ComEd’s existing 19 

delivery services rates comply with the Order in ComEd’s last general rate case1 and 20 

questions concerning the drafting of Rate DSPP and other relevant data required to 21 

populate it, as well as revisions to other affected tariffs.   22 

                                                 
1  Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 10-0467 (Final Order, May 24, 2011).   
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B. Summary of Other Rebuttal Testimonies 23 

Q. Who are the other witnesses presenting rebuttal testimony on behalf of ComEd and 24 

what topics do they address?  25 

A. The following other witnesses also provide rebuttal testimony on behalf of ComEd (those 26 

witnesses who offered direct testimony are identified only by name): 27 

 Kathryn Houtsma, CPA (ComEd Ex. 12.0) responds to a variety of revenue 28 

requirement issues relating primarily to the Rate DSPP formulae raised in the 29 

direct testimony of Staff witnesses Theresa Ebrey, Richard Bridal, Steven 30 

Knepler, and Phillip Rukosuev, Attorney General/American Association of 31 

Retired Persons (“AG/AARP”) witness Michael Brosch, and Citizens Utility 32 

Board (“CUB”) witness Ralph Smith. 33 

 Martin G. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 13.0) testifies concerning revenue requirement 34 

calculation issues raised in the direct testimony of Staff witnesses Michael 35 

Ostrander, Theresa Ebrey, Scott Tolsdorf and Steven Knepler, AG/AARP 36 

witnesses David Effron and Michael Brosch, and CUB witness Ralph Smith. 37 

 Bill Graf, CPA, a partner and National Professional Practice Director for Power 38 

and Utilities at Deloitte & Touche LLP and a specialist in regulatory accounting 39 

(ComEd Ex. 14.0) examines, in response to the direct testimony of Staff witness 40 

Ebrey, FASB Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 715 in general and 41 

specifically as it relates to the pension plan accounting used by ComEd.  He also 42 

addressed certain considerations related to other accounting standards.   43 
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 Scott A. Vogt (ComEd Ex. 15.0) responds to issues of finance raised in direct 44 

testimony of Staff witnesses Rochelle Phipps and Sheena Kight-Garlisch, CUB 45 

witness Scott Hempling, and IIEC witness Michael Gorman.   46 

 John Hengtgen, CPA (ComEd Ex. 16.0) responds to the direct testimony of Staff 47 

witness Daniel Kahle (Staff Ex 3.0), AG/AARP witnesses Michael Brosch and 48 

David Effron, CUB witness Ralph Smith, and IIEC witness Michael Gorman 49 

regarding ComEd’s cash working capital requirement, and presents a revised 50 

calculation of that requirement. 51 

 Michelle Blaise, P.E. (ComEd Ex. 17.0) responds to direct testimony proposing 52 

to reduce ComEd’s projected 2011 plant additions and to the direct testimony of 53 

Staff witness Greg Rockrohr regarding possible means of eliminating ComEd’s 54 

dependence on railroad traction power substations. 55 

 Michael F. Born, P.E.  (ComEd Ex. 18.0) responds to the direct testimony of 56 

Staff witness Greg Rockrohr regarding ComEd’s 2010 Distribution System Loss 57 

Study. 58 

 Charles S. Tenorio (ComEd Ex. 19.0) responds to the direct testimony of Staff 59 

witness Philip Rukosuev and CTA/Metra witness James G. Bachman concerning 60 

certain rate design issues, and to cost of service aspects of Mr. Rukosuev’s 61 

testimony on the functionalization of General and Intangible Plant.  He also 62 

presents ComEd’s revised Embedded Cost of Service Study (“ECOSS”).  63 
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C. Update: Status of the Trailer Bill and “TB Exhibits” 64 

Q. Did any legislative change occur relating to ComEd’s performance-based formula 65 

rate filing after the filing was made? 66 

A. Yes.  In my direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 1.0), I noted that in addition to Public Act 67 

97-0616, the General Assembly also passed a second “Trailer Bill,” House Bill 3036, 68 

which, if it became law, would modify certain provisions of PA 97-0616.  However, 69 

when ComEd filed Rate DSPP and its Direct Testimony on November 8, 2011, the 70 

Governor had not yet acted on the Trailer Bill.  Therefore, I also noted that ComEd 71 

submitted alternate versions of certain exhibits so that the data they contain would be 72 

provided at the outset, regardless of whether the Trailer Bill became law.   73 

The Governor signed the Trailer Bill on December 30, 2011 and it became 74 

effective as PA 97-0646 that same day.  ComEd’s counsel notified Staff and intervenors 75 

of that this fact by email on January 11, 2012, prior to the submission of their direct 76 

testimony.  A copy of that email is attached as ComEd Ex. 11.1.  All of ComEd’s rebuttal 77 

exhibits reflect the effectiveness of PA 97-0646.  However, where alternative exhibits 78 

were provided in direct testimony, the Commission and parties should continue look to 79 

the exhibits with the suffix “TB” appended.  ComEd will be offering those exhibits into 80 

evidence at the hearing.  A similar convention was used in responding to certain data 81 

requests that preceded the Trailer Bill becoming law.  82 

II. Staff and Intervenor Proposals and the Formula Rate Structure 83 

Q. How, in sum, does the body of direct testimony filed by Staff and intervenors relate 84 

to the purpose of this docket, the formula rate structure under which ComEd filed 85 

Rate DSPP and the initial data that populates it? 86 
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A. This docket was initiated in response to ComEd filing a performance-based formula rate 87 

tariff, Rate DSPP, and the initial annual data that populate the formulae it contains.  That 88 

ratemaking process was established as a part of the recently enacted Energy Infrastructure 89 

Modernization Act (“EIMA”), as I described in my direct testimony.  Most of the 90 

witnesses representing Staff and intervenors filed testimony that addresses Rate DSPP 91 

and that data.  However, not all do so in a manner congruent with the structure of annual 92 

formula ratemaking.  93 

Q. How does the performance-based rate process compare to prior test year 94 

regulation? 95 

A. A performance-based formula rate process like that under which Rate DSPP was filed has 96 

definite characteristics and serves definite policy objectives.  Among them are:  97 

 The charges customers pay are ultimately based on actual costs, not on 98 

projections or costs for particular test years. 99 

 Utility actions and actual costs are measured against reasonability and prudence; 100 

the significance of debates over projections of future costs recedes.   101 

 Customers pay the reasonable and prudent cost of the service they receive, no 102 

more, no less. 2  Utilities, similarly, have the means to recover their actual prudent 103 

and reasonable costs.   104 

                                                 
2 An exception is that utilities are strongly financially incentivized to continuously improve 

performance on defined, quantitative metrics.  If they do not, they may lose their ability to fully recover 
costs. 
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In many respects these principles change nothing.  Reasonability and prudence have been 105 

with us for years, for example.  In other respects, the changes are major.  One of those 106 

major changes is in regard to the test year.   107 

Q. How does the change in structure affect proposed disallowances? 108 

A. Many Staff and intervenor witnesses dispute components of ComEd’s revenue 109 

requirement.  Yet, with only scant exception, they do not dispute the reasonableness and 110 

prudence of those costs under traditional standards.  They do not argue that a reasonable 111 

utility manager, knowing what he or she knew at the time, would not have incurred the 112 

costs.  Nor do they argue that any costs are outside the range in which costs of like assets 113 

or activities could objectively be expected to fall.   114 

The ALJs and Commission should keep in mind that test year rules have little or 115 

no remaining application in the annual formula ratemaking world.  The formula rate is 116 

fully reconciled to actual reasonable and prudently incurred costs.  That reconciliation 117 

also recognizes the time value of money.  I understand that the concept of base rates 118 

including an ex post reconciliation is a new and different way of thinking about projected 119 

investment data, but it is the authorized process we now have.  As long as the total actual 120 

prudent and reasonable costs of service are determined accurately, customers cannot 121 

overpay.   122 

Q. AG/AARP witness Brosch testifies about Rate DSSP as if it is an example of test 123 

year regulation (see AG/AARP Ex. 1.0, 7:125-8:146) and says that ComEd proposed 124 

a “hybrid” test year (id., 7:149).  Is he right? 125 
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A. No.  “Test-year” is a concept under which a particular time period is established – 126 

generally a single year, with certain adjustments – during which costs and expenses are 127 

paired with revenues and service volumes to determine new rates.  Those new rates are 128 

then applied to other years’ utility operations, in general without adjustment for differing 129 

costs, sales, or other factors.  Under the traditional regulatory model a utility files rate 130 

cases intermittently – a few years might go by between cases.  Given this situation, the 131 

test year, with its adjustments, served as the best basis for estimating future revenue 132 

requirements, and hence, just and reasonable rates moving forward. 133 

Under the formula rate structure, rates are no longer based on choosing a 134 

particular year that is representative without regard to actual costs or sales and 135 

prohibiting any ex post adjustment.  Rather, rates are based on actual annual operating 136 

expenses and a forward look at annual investment costs.  They are trued up, in part 137 

retroactively, to actual costs via reconciliation.  Both the rate setting and reconciliation is 138 

repeated annually.  As a result, there is no test year.  Rates and charges mathematically 139 

track the reasonable and prudently incurred costs of service, and arguments about test 140 

year boundaries and whether adjustments are “known and measurable” are not relevant in 141 

this context.  142 

Q. Mr. Brosch also states that “ComEd’s test year Operating Income for ratemaking 143 

purposes is based generally upon historical, average amounts as recorded in 144 

calendar (sic) 2010.”  Id.7:160-1.  Is he correct? 145 

A. No.  ComEd’s operating income is derived from the account balances in the 2010 FERC 146 

Form 1, plus estimated 2011 investment and accumulated depreciation and depreciation 147 

expense.  These investment account balances are cumulative, not average.  Moreover, as 148 
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I said, the result is not based on any test year.  Every year has its own calculated costs 149 

and charges which are then reconciled independently of every other year.  150 

Q. What can the Commission glean from Mr. Hempling’s testimony about rate policy 151 

and the EIMA? 152 

A. Mr. Hempling’s testimony3 confirms several of these same principles.  As he recognizes, 153 

for example, the EIMA creates an “alternative to the way rates have traditionally been set 154 

in Illinois….”  Just as I observe that the formula rate is not a guarantee, he notes that the 155 

standards of prudence and reasonableness continue to govern our costs.  He also 156 

acknowledges that these standards can protect against the hypothetical risk of 157 

overspending. 158 

III. Proposed Revenue Adjustments Raising Policy Concerns 159 

Q. What revenue adjustments will you address? 160 

A. I address revenue adjustments that, in substantial part, are inappropriate because they 161 

violate the structure of formula ratemaking or because they, in whole or in part, propose 162 

to exclude real costs of providing delivery service that otherwise would be included in a 163 

formula rate on policy grounds.  Other rebuttal witnesses, especially Ms. Houtsma 164 

(ComEd Ex. 12.0) and Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 13.0) also challenge these disallowances, 165 

but on other grounds.   166 

                                                 
3 Much of Mr. Hempling’s proffered testimony was stricken as improper.  See Notice of 

Administrative Law Judges’ Ruling data January 31, 2012.  My testimony refers only to those portions 
remaining.  Should Mr. Hempling, in rebuttal, offer proper testimony responding to any ComEd rebuttal 
testimony, then ComEd will reply in its surrebuttal. 
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A. Ignoring Pension Costs 167 

Q. What is the most significant proposed disallowance that contravenes good 168 

ratemaking and public policy? 169 

A. The largest such proposed disallowance, by far, is Staff’s exclusion from rates of the 170 

costs of ComEd contributing more than $1 billion to fund its workers’ pensions.  See 171 

Ebrey Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 7:124 – 11:214.  No witness, including Ms. Ebrey, suggests that 172 

any of these contributions were imprudent, unreasonable, or inappropriate.  The 173 

Commission has recognized and allowed recovery of costs of those contributions in prior 174 

ComEd rate cases.4  In addition to whatever legal issues it would raise (which I leave to 175 

counsel and briefing), it would be very poor policy for the Commission to now change 176 

course and set rates as if pension contributions do not result in a real and significant cost 177 

of providing service.   178 

When ComEd contributes hundreds of millions of dollars to its workers’ pensions, 179 

those contributions have a major cost, as the Commission has recognized.  Other 180 

witnesses address the technical accounting questions, but the Commission should not lose 181 

sight, as well, of the critical importance of continuing to recognize and support these 182 

contributions.   183 

                                                 
4  See Commonwealth Edison Co., No. 10-0467, Final Order (May 24, 2011) at 98; 

Commonwealth Edison Co., No. 05-0597, Corrected Order on Rehearing (Dec. 20, 2006) at 26-28, aff’d 
Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 398 Ill. App. 3d 510, 519-522, 924 (2nd Dist. 
2009).  Pension contribution costs were also included, without objection, in the revenue requirement in 
Commonwealth Edison Co., No. 07-0566. 
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B. Asymmetrical Adjustments to Projected Capital Investment 184 

Q. How do you respond at the policy level to suggestions that ComEd’s annual capital 185 

investment forecast should be reduced based on past averages of budget 186 

performance, as well as being reconciled? 187 

A. The annual formula rate structure calls on ComEd to include a forecast of its capital 188 

investment as part of the data that quantify its costs and rates.  ComEd accepts that this 189 

forecast should be reasonable.  However, the forecast serves a very different purpose as 190 

would an analogous forecast used to support a future test year or a pro forma adjustment 191 

to a historical test year in a traditional rate case.  In those cases, the precision of the 192 

forecast is of great importance: if a forecast is overstated there is at least some risk that 193 

customers will overpay.  This meant that the regulatory emphasis was asymmetrical, 194 

focused on minimizing the risk of error in only one direction.   195 

The forecast here serves an entirely different purpose.  It does not support part of 196 

a test year rate base that will stay in place for years.  Moreover, in the annual formula rate 197 

structure, customers are protected from inaccuracies in the forecast in either direction 198 

through the reconciliation.  Thus, the argument of parties who challenge ComEd’s 199 

forecasts should be judged against a criterion of achieving reasonable accuracy, or 200 

perhaps even greater accuracy, but not against a criterion of assuring that underestimates 201 

are tolerable while no overestimate is. 202 

Q. Do any proposed adjustments to ComEd’s forecast particularly concern you in this 203 

respect? 204 

A. Yes.  A clear example of inappropriate asymmetry is Staff’s proposal to remove from the 205 

forecast capital investment examples of specific projects that were originally planned at 206 
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the beginning of 2011 but that have been eliminated or deferred as time progressed.  Yet, 207 

they do not recognize that the same process of adapting to evolving circumstances also 208 

leads to the addition and advancement of other investments and projects that were not 209 

forecast at the beginning of 2011, even when those additions are already in service.5  210 

Adjusting for deferrals and cancellations, while ignoring additions and advancements, is 211 

exactly the type of asymmetrical disallowance that should be rejected.  This is discussed 212 

further by Ms. Blaise (ComEd Ex. 18.0).     213 

C. Exclusions of Charitable Contributions 214 

Q. Are there policy issues raised by the proposals to disallow portions of ComEd’s 215 

charitable contributions? 216 

A. Yes.  Staff witness Tolsdorf proposes to disallow many charitable contributions.  As I 217 

understand it, Illinois utilities can recover contributions when they are: (a) for a 218 

“charitable, scientific, religious or educational purpose,” and (b) reasonable in amount.  219 

Mr. Tolsdorf identifies no other hurdle, and I am not aware of any, either.  Mr. Tolsdorf, 220 

however, does not adhere to that policy or those criteria.  He also proposes to add a third 221 

criterion, that at least certain types of benefactor organizations be “in state,” a criterion 222 

that is neither appropriate nor justified on the facts.   223 

Q. Does Mr. Tolsdorf correctly analyze the policy considerations relating to 224 

contributions? 225 

                                                 
5  Rashid Dir., Staff Ex. 8.0, 2:34-44, 7:131-43. 
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A. No.  Most of Mr. Tolsdorf’s disallowance is based on the inaccurate premise that 226 

promoting the “public welfare” is the same as providing “public assistance.”6  This 227 

argument is flawed from the get-go.  The terms “public welfare” and “public assistance” 228 

mean very different things.  Properly defined, the public welfare is the interest or good of 229 

the general population.  Illinois government uses the phrase “public welfare” in 230 

connection with the public benefit achieved through such diverse activities as 231 

professional licensing, quality control, environmental safety, and the construction of 232 

infrastructure.  In academia and science, the National Academy of Sciences awards its 233 

“Public Welfare Medal” for advancing the public good, not for providing aid to the 234 

financially needy.  I have read that the State of Michigan puts it this way:  “Public 235 

welfare purposes are defined to be all lawful purposes beneficial to the public as a 236 

whole.”7  If so, they got it right.    237 

ComEd, of course, shares Mr. Toldsdorf’s desire to help those who are 238 

economically disadvantaged, and it backs that desire up with significant contributions.  239 

Also, as a participating utility under the EIMA, ComEd committed to contribute $10 240 

million, in each of the five succeeding calendar years, to assist low-income customers 241 

and support targeted energy programs.  But favoring aid to the economically 242 

disadvantaged does not justify Mr. Tolsdorf’s claim that supporting “organizations whose 243 

mission is other than helping the people who need it most” cannot also be supporting the 244 

public welfare.  The types of educational, artistic, community development and 245 

empowerment organizations that ComEd also strongly supports do bring real and 246 

                                                 
6  Tolsdorf Dir., Staff Ex. 6.0, 4:81 – 5:98. 
7  Mich. Comp. Laws 554.382, §2 - Public welfare purposes; definition.   
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significant benefits to the community, as has been recognized from the Commission’s 247 

bench and in recent decisions rejecting efforts to curtail charitable contributions.   248 

Q. Does Mr. Tolsdorf propose any other new limitations that are poor policy? 249 

A. Yes.  He recommends excluding donations to out of state institutions, even ones that are 250 

indisputably educational or scientific.  He says that “Ratepayers should not be funding an 251 

out-of-state university over an in-state university.”  While state spirit is commendable on 252 

the sports field, it is not a basis for a disallowance in a formula rate case.  Neither is it a 253 

basis for arguing that charity stops at the state line.  The General Assembly has not 254 

limited contributions to Illinois educational institutions; Illinois affords tax deductions 255 

equally to contributions to universities in Illinois and in sister states.  Universities are also 256 

particularly poor candidates to view parochially.  It is impossible to track who benefits 257 

from the education dollars spent at different universities.  Even as concrete a benefit as 258 

supporting engineering education crosses state lines.  ComEd recruits the best talent to 259 

join the company and serve our customers, regardless of the state in which that talent is 260 

educated. 261 

Q. Are any additional issues relating to charitable contributions proposed by other 262 

witnesses? 263 

A. Yes.  Mr. Gorman argues that the charitable contributions of other Exelon units should be 264 

part of the consideration of the recoverability of ComEd’s charitable deductions.  No 265 

such factor appears in Section 9-227 of the Public Utilities Act.  Moreover, if ComEd’s 266 

deductions themselves are objectively reasonable in amount, whether other Exelon units 267 

gave more, less, or the same proportionately will not affect that conclusion.   268 
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Q. Are there any final policy concerns you have on this issue? 269 

A. Yes.  I am concerned about Mr. Tolsdorf’s comments that ComEd’s “shareholders” 270 

should just pick up the costs of the disallowed charitable contributions.  ComEd strives to 271 

be a good corporate citizen and its record of both direct donations and charitable works 272 

by its employees are well known.  Illinois, along with virtually every state, supports 273 

charitable contributions financially by socializing a portion of their cost through tax 274 

policy.  Moreover, treating them as a “below the line” reduction to expected earnings for 275 

utilities is not consistent with the notion of utilities’ returns being based on market and 276 

investor expectations of their cost of capital.   277 

D. Inconsistent Functionalization 278 

Q. Is there another adjustment or disallowance proposed that, by its nature, raises 279 

serious policy implications? 280 

A. Yes.  This Commission reviews ComEd’s rates for recovering the costs of distribution, 281 

but many of the same facilities used for distribution are also used for transmission.  The 282 

costs of the transmission portion of these facilities are recovered through rates established 283 

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), which also has established 284 

policies for functionalizing assets and costs between distribution and transmission.  The 285 

same universe of assets used to provide delivery services must be functionalized as either 286 

related to transmission or distribution.   287 

If the Commission were to adopt a functionalization different from FERC’s, it 288 

would result in a direct conflict between federal and state determinations of what costs of 289 

delivery are distribution versus transmission.  It could also trap costs in a way that 290 

renders them unrecoverable, even where, as here, they are prudently incurred and 291 
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reasonable in amount.  That is because delivery services costs that were prudently 292 

incurred and reasonable in amount that are functionalized by FERC as distribution, but 293 

functionalized as transmission by the Commission, would be included in neither 294 

distribution nor transmission rates.  Apart from any legal issue, on which I will not 295 

comment, precluding the recovery of prudently incurred and reasonable costs over a 296 

question of functionalization – especially when, in the end, both transmission and 297 

distribution costs are paid by customers – is very poor ratemaking policy.   298 

The rebuttal testimony of Ms. Kathryn Houtsma (ComEd Ex. 12.0) discusses this 299 

issue in the context of particular costs and allocations. 300 

E. Other Revenue Related Testimony 301 

Q. Is there any other testimony relating to revenue requirements issues on which you 302 

wish to comment from a policy perspective? 303 

A. Yes, one.  Staff witness Kight-Garlisch (Staff Ex. 12.0) raises a potential concern about 304 

ComEd’s capital structure, but also recognizes that this docket concerns costs in periods 305 

prior to the effectiveness of any formula rate.  ComEd shares the opinion that litigating 306 

the merits of ComEd’s existing capital structure would not be appropriate in this 307 

docket.  Without waiving any substantive position concerning capital structure, ComEd is 308 

also willing to undertake voluntary discussions with Staff on this issue.  I do not 309 

recommend the Commission attempt to order parties to engage in informal discussions.  310 

My pledge fully addresses Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s request. 311 
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IV. Rate Making and Rate Structure Issues 312 

A. The Basic Structure of Rate DSPP 313 

Q. IIEC witness Michael Gorman (IIEC Ex. 1.0) argues that Rate DSPP should be less 314 

detailed and specific.  Is his suggestion valid? 315 

A. No.  Rate DSPP specifies the cost components that form the basis of the rate charged to 316 

customers with sufficient specificity to operate in a standardized manner and be updated 317 

annually with transparent information that reflects the utility’s actual costs.  The purpose 318 

of that formula is to identify and specify the types of cost in advance.  If it was less 319 

specific, it could not serve that function.  For example, in order to use data from 320 

ComEd’s FERC Form 1 in a manner that is transparent, the rate must specify what data to 321 

use.  Nor could the data be applied in a standardized manner, unless its sets out the 322 

formulae.  Mr. Gorman’s request that Rate DSPP be limited to “the rate and service terms 323 

similar to ComEd’s current rate structure”8 illustrates just how inappropriate this 324 

suggestion is.  A non-formula rate generally contains the charge or cost to be recovered 325 

as a stated number or numbers.  Those numbers are reset in a rate case or in some other 326 

filing.  That is why the tariff can, in his words, contain only the charge and service terms.  327 

The question of whether some non-specific non-formula rate has, in his view, “functioned 328 

adequately”9 in prior rate cases where the Commission has not only “assessed the costs” 329 

but “identified” them, is simply beside the point.  The definition of a formula rate is a rate 330 

that itself contains formulae that set charges in a standardized manner based on defined 331 

inputs transparently set out in the tariff itself.  Mr. Gorman is asking that the Commission 332 

                                                 
8 IIEC Ex. 1.0, 10:218-19. 
9 IIEC Ex. 1.0, 9:198. 
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order the exact opposite of a tariff that “specif[ies] the cost components that form the 333 

basis of the rate charged to customers with sufficient specificity to operate in a 334 

standardized manner….”10 335 

Q. Does the specificity in Rate DSPP impair the Commission’s ability to review 336 

ComEd’s costs, as Mr. Gorman contends? 337 

A. No.  The truth is just the opposite.  Nothing in the specificity of the tariff or in ComEd’s 338 

proposal to stay faithful to the concept of establishing standard formulae that can be 339 

populated by defined transparent data impairs the Commission’s ability to review the 340 

reasonableness or prudence of ComEd’s actual costs specified in the tariff.  Specifying 341 

the actual costs that go into the formulae in no way presumes that those inputs are 342 

prudently incurred or reasonable in amount.  Indeed, by taking complex arguments about 343 

the formula out of the annual debate, the tariff detail reduces the workload of the parties 344 

and the Commission.  The debate that should occur in subsequent years is about the 345 

inputs; there should not be annual re-litigation of the formulae themselves.   346 

Mr. Gorman’s example (IIEC Ex. 1.0, 5:114 – 6:120) simply underscores my 347 

point.  Contrary to Mr. Gorman’s statement, the fact that a cost is “included in a 348 

spreadsheet approved as part of a tariff” does not make it more difficult or “complicated” 349 

to challenge the cost on prudence or reasonableness grounds.  To the contrary, identifying 350 

it, if anything, potentially makes that challenge less “complicated” by making it more 351 

likely that the data are measuring the same or comparable types of actual costs from year 352 

to year.   353 

                                                 
10  EIMA, 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c). 
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Finally, I note Mr. Gorman’s statement about a world where “the Commission’s 354 

review of a participating utility’s costs … [was] purely a matter of spreadsheet 355 

calculation accuracy ….”11  Mr. Gorman does not explain how this bears any relation at 356 

all to ComEd’s proposal, or to Rate DSPP.  The Commission’s review is not purely a 357 

matter of checking the accuracy of spreadsheets.  The Commission is responsible for 358 

verifying that ComEd’s costs are reasonable and prudently incurred.   359 

Q. Does Mr. Gorman make any other recommendations about future proceedings?   360 

A. Yes.  Mr. Gorman makes recommendations about data now required by Parts 285 and 361 

286.  The EIMA already addresses the data to be provided by utilities in advance, and 362 

specifically addresses data of the type called for by Part 285.  Mr. Gorman does not 363 

acknowledge that fact.   364 

More extreme still are Mr. Gorman’s “additional recommendations” (IIEC Ex. 365 

1.0, 8:164-84) that the Commission maintain an “open formula rate docket” and 366 

otherwise tamper with the rules for filing, considering, and ruling on annual rate updates 367 

and reconciliations.  While arguments about legal jurisdiction are beyond my testimony’s 368 

scope, Mr. Gorman points to no authority for such recommendations, nor explains how as 369 

a practical matter they could be squared with the annual processes established by the law, 370 

including the requirement that periodic cases be initiated and terminated by final 371 

Commission Orders.   372 

Moreover, the law establishes time schedules that synchronize when annual cost 373 

data will become available with ComEd’s need to prepare and file its annual updates and 374 

                                                 
11 IIEC Ex. 1.0, 6:121 et seq. 
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reconciliations.  The notion that ComEd will be “sitting on” data and completed 375 

schedules to which the Commission should give intervenors “immediate” access is 376 

simply unfounded.  ComEd is entitled to prepare and support its rate update and 377 

reconciliation cases on the established schedules and with reliable data that it has had 378 

time to verify and organize.  Finally, as Mr. Gorman’s example of FERC Form 1 data 379 

implicitly recognizes, the fact that the data used in the formulae is detailed – a feature he 380 

attacks two pages earlier – undermines his argument about access to information.  Once 381 

the FERC Form 1 is filed, the data is available and specific formulae allow everyone to 382 

see what effect it may have on rates.    383 

Q. Mr. Gorman also claims that Rate DSPP is too sophisticated for retail customers 384 

because it must contain the formulae.  Does his argument make sense, given 385 

ComEd’s proposal? 386 

A. No.  ComEd’s proposal addresses his concern fully.  Retail customers receive bundled 387 

electric service under either Rate BES – Basic Electric Service (“Rate BES”) or Rate 388 

BESH – Basic Electric Service Hourly Pricing (“Rate BESH”), or they receive delivery 389 

service under Rate RDS – Retail Delivery Service (“Rate RDS”).  As provided in the 390 

attachments to Mr. Tenorio’s testimony (ComEd Ex. 10.7 (Rate BES), 10.8 (Rate BESH), 391 

and 10.9 (Rate RDS)), those tariffs are being revised so they all refer to the Delivery 392 

Service Informational Sheets, as shown in ComEd Ex. 10.4 TB, which will show the 393 

actual base rate delivery service charges applicable to retail customers.  This structure 394 

mirrors the structure currently in place for the development and application of the PJM 395 

Services Charges which are applied to retail customers taking service under Rate BES or 396 
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Rate BESH and are determined using the output from ComEd’s formula transmission 397 

rate.  398 

B. Consistent and Compliant Rate Design 399 

1. Studies and Data Identified in the 2010 Rate Case Order 400 

Q. Your direct testimony explained why Rate DSSP uses interclass “cost allocations 401 

and a rate design consistent with those approved by the Commission in the 2010 402 

Rate Case, Docket No. 10-0467.”  ComEd Ex. 1.0, 15:295-97.  Does Staff agree? 403 

A. It appears that Staff and ComEd do agree on this point.  Staff witness Peter Lazare, who 404 

principally discusses this subject, quotes the following provisions of the PUA:12 405 

Until such time as the Commission approves a different rate design and 406 
cost allocation pursuant to subsection (e) of this Section, rate design and 407 
cost allocation across customer classes shall be consistent with the 408 
Commission's most recent order regarding the participating utility's 409 
request for a general increase in its delivery services rates. 410 

Mr. Lazare and I agree that the “cost allocation and rate design” of Rate DSPP “should be 411 

consistent with the Commission Order for that case,” i.e., its final order in Docket No. 412 

10-0467.  I further agree with Mr. Lazare that “[w]ith regard to the conclusions” of that 413 

Commission Order “ComEd presents a set of cost studies, class revenue allocations and 414 

rates designed to be consistent with the approach the Commission approved for 415 

ratemaking in Docket 10-0467.”13     416 

Mr. Lazare also identifies examples of directives included in the Commission’s 417 

Order in Docket No. 10-0467 that call on ComEd to provide additional data and studies 418 

in connection with a future rate filing.  See Lazare Dir., Staff Ex. 9.0, 3:67 – 5:113.  I 419 

                                                 
12  Lazare Dir., Staff Ex. 9.0, 2:41-46, quoting 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c).   
13  Lazare Dir., Staff Ex. 9.0, 3:63-65. 
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testified that “[a]lthough this is not a general rate case filing, ComEd is providing all 420 

those materials, including the illustrative cost allocations, to the Commission for 421 

informational purposes ….” as well as providing them to stakeholders.  Mr. Lazare 422 

confirms this, testifying that ComEd provided “illustrative ECOSSs incorporating those 423 

directives in its filing.”  He also notes, as did I, that “the ECOSS [ComEd] proposes for 424 

ratemaking in this case does not incorporate changes that respond to those directives” due 425 

to a legal requirement that Staff and ComEd agree “does not allow [ComEd] to 426 

incorporate” that data or those studies into Rate DSPP in this Docket.  Lazare Dir., Staff 427 

Ex. 9.0, 5:121-33.   428 

Q. What portion of the process of the development of rates is referred to as rate 429 

design? 430 

A. Rate design issues include three fundamental steps: the functionalization of the revenue 431 

requirement (i.e., any functionalization that occurs after the jurisdictional revenue 432 

requirement is determined); the allocation of the revenue requirement across various 433 

customer classes; and, the design and development of particular charges that are intended 434 

fairly and efficiently recover these amounts from specific customers.   435 

Q. Mr. Lazare, however, expresses doubt as to when ComEd believes those cost 436 

allocation and rate design issues can be addressed.  How do you respond? 437 

A. The uncertainty ComEd has relates to timing only.  ComEd cannot predict exactly when 438 

future rate design dockets will occur, as we stated in ComEd’s response to Staff Data 439 

Request PL 1.02(a).  In large part, that is because of the discretion the Commission itself 440 

enjoys as to when, and if, to initiate a rate design investigation.  Moreover, while I cannot 441 
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comment on Mr. Lazare’s legal interpretation concerning when and if ComEd might 442 

itself be required to file a tariff with revised rate designs, it is clear that ComEd cannot 443 

unilaterally delay a rate design investigation.  Moreover, ComEd believes that the 444 

illustrative ECOSS studies and related information are likely to be at issue in the next 445 

revenue neutral cost of service and rate design case.  Mr. Lazare’s concern that ComEd 446 

could “relegate the resolution of the[se] issue[s] to a later docket” is misplaced.   447 

Q. Does Mr. Lazare make any other recommendations with respect to these studies and 448 

data? 449 

A. Yes.  Mr. Lazare recommends that the Commission direct ComEd to “integrate the 450 

directives from the 10-0467 Order into the cost of service study to be submitted for the 451 

revenue neutral cost of service and rate design proceeding ….”  ComEd disagrees.  As I 452 

said, there is simply no doubt that these issues will be addressed and that there is a forum 453 

for the Commission to decide and debate them.  Mr. Lazare’s claim that ComEd must be 454 

ordered to “incorporate” these studies in order to assure that they will be “addressed” is 455 

simply wrong.   456 

Moreover, Mr. Lazare’s recommendation goes far beyond what the Commission 457 

ordered in Docket No. 10-0467 and far beyond what is appropriate.  The Commission 458 

ordered ComEd to provide information and studies allowing the parties to address and 459 

permitting it to decide these issues, but took great care not to order ComEd to propose 460 

those studies as ComEd’s position.  That distinction is critical.  The Commission can 461 

doubtless direct ComEd to provide and present data and analyses, and ComEd will 462 

comply, but ComEd is entitled to adopt the position result that ComEd believes is just 463 

and reasonable.  Moreover, the ultimate decision of these issues will be made by a future 464 
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Commission which is entitled – and in my view, required – to consider all the facts and a 465 

complete record at the time it makes its next decision.  The Commission is better off 466 

having all the data and studies it identified in May of 2011 plus whatever other data 467 

ComEd may provide as part of a future rate design investigation.   468 

2. SFV Rate Design of the Existing Tariffs 469 

Q. What arguments does Section IV.B.2 of your rebuttal testimony address? 470 

A. Staff witness Peter Lazare (Staff Ex. 9.0) argues at length that ComEd’s currently 471 

effective rates – rates that were filed and accepted months ago and under which 472 

customers have been taking service since last June – were, in his view, never compliant 473 

with the order in Docket No. 10-0467.  In his view, this implies that the Commission 474 

should also order changes to the design of Rate DSPP.  See Staff Ex. 9.0, 8:205 – 13:308. 475 

Q. Is Mr. Lazare correct? 476 

A. No.  His arguments are untimely, unfounded, and erroneous.  ComEd’s compliance rates 477 

were fully and timely investigated by Staff when they were filed, and Staff expressly 478 

found them to be compliant with the Order in Docket No. 10-0467.  Mr. Lazare’s effort 479 

to revisit rejected conclusions cannot be squared with Staff’s and the Commission’s 480 

acceptance of the tariffs.  Mr. Lazare also offers technical rate design arguments about 481 

compliance that, while untimely, are also illogical, inconsistent, and contrary to the 482 

Order’s clear direction to move toward a Straight Fixed Variable (“SFV”) rate.  There is 483 

no basis for changing the design of the rates going forward as Mr. Lazare argues.  What 484 

follows are the details. 485 
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Q. Do ComEd’s current rates comply with the Order in Docket No. 10-0467 directives 486 

concerning recovery of fixed and variable costs? 487 

A. Yes.  ComEd received approval in that Order to implement what is described as a 50% 488 

SFV rate design for certain delivery classes.  That is just what ComEd did.  ComEd 489 

complied with the Commission’s Order; it filed its proposed compliance tariffs with the 490 

Commission and provided the proposed compliance tariffs, along with supporting work 491 

paper documentation, to Staff for its review, and, after conclusion of the period provided 492 

in the law and the Order, began applying the delivery service charges in those compliance 493 

tariffs.  Those charges, which became effective June 1, 2011, and remain effective, 494 

implement the rate design approved by the Commission.   495 

a) Mr. Lazare’s Argument is Inconsistent With 496 
Both Staff’s Own Determinations and the 497 
Approval of the Compliance Rates 498 

Q. What is the first main flaw in Mr. Lazare’s position? 499 

A. The time to argue that ComEd’s filed rates do not comply with the Order has long since 500 

passed.  When it was timely, during the period expressly allowed for review of the 501 

compliance filing, the SFV rate design ComEd incorporated into its filed delivery service 502 

charges was examined, evaluated, and found to be compliant with the Order by Staff.  503 

This docket is not an appropriate venue to attack that decision months later.  Nor should 504 

Mr. Lazare be permitted to disavow and contradict the timely conclusion of Staff and the 505 

decision of the Commission to allow the compliance rates to become effective.  Aside 506 

from any legal argument, doing so would be unfairly prejudicial and would undermine all 507 

certainty in the compliance review process. 508 
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Q. How have ComEd’s currently effective rates been determined to be compliant with 509 

the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 10-0467? 510 

A. Immediately after receiving the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 10-0467, ComEd 511 

prepared proposed compliance tariffs and filed them the following morning with the 512 

Commission, as called for by the Order.  Under the process for review of a compliance 513 

filing as I understand it:14 514 

The Commission shall incorporate into the period of suspension a review 515 
period of 4 business days during which the Commission may review and 516 
determine whether the new or revised schedules comply with the 517 
Commission’s decision approving a change to the public utility’s rates. 518 
Such review period shall not extend the suspension period by more than 2 519 
days.  Absent notification to the contrary within the 4 business day period, 520 
the new or revised schedules shall be deemed approved. 521 

ComEd’s submission to the Commission was timely under this process.  Staff 522 

then undertook a review of the compliance filing, as well as the associated work papers 523 

provided to the Staff by ComEd that documented the determination of the charges 524 

included in the filed tariffs.  During this review there were communications between Staff 525 

and ComEd during which ComEd presented detailed, page by page, explanations of its 526 

compliance tariffs and responded to all the questions Staff had.  After its examination, 527 

Staff informed ComEd that it concluded that the filed tariffs were compliant with the 528 

Order.  No objection was made; no notice of any objection was given to the Commission 529 

or to ComEd within the four business day period.  The rates were, therefore, “deemed 530 

approved” and became effective. 531 

                                                 
14 220 ILCS 5/9-201(b). 
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Q. Did ComEd ever receive any written communication from Staff confirming its 532 

conclusion that the SFV rate design incorporated into the currently effective 533 

delivery service charges and preserved in the rate design presented in Rate DSPP 534 

was compliant with the Commission’s Order? 535 

A. Yes.  ComEd’s Manager of Retail Rates, Mr. Larry Alongi, and a Principal Rate Analyst 536 

responsible for these tariffs, both of whom work in my area, received the confirmation 537 

attached hereto as ComEd Ex. 11.2.  The confirmation took the form of an email from 538 

Mr. John Hendrickson, then Manager of the Rates Department for the Staff of the 539 

Commission, verifying that the proposed charges ComEd filed on May 25, 2011, were in 540 

compliance with the Order entered in Docket No. 10-0467.  Mr. Lazare, who was then 541 

Mr. Hendrickson’s subordinate, was among the Staff personnel that received copies of 542 

this electronic message.   543 

Q. Can Mr. Lazare’s current testimony be squared with either Staff’s statements 544 

reflected in ComEd Ex. 11.2 or with the subsequent approval of ComEd’s 545 

compliance rates? 546 

A. No.  Mr. Lazare is making an argument that is inconsistent with Staff’s approval of the 547 

compliance tariffs, inconsistent with the notice sent to ComEd by Mr. Hendrickson upon 548 

which ComEd relied, and inconsistent with the subsequent approval and effectiveness of 549 

the compliance rates.   550 
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b) Mr. Lazare’s Interpretation is Wrong, 551 
Distorting both The Order and the SFV 552 
Principles It Expressly Affirmed 553 

Q. Why is Mr. Lazare’s argument about the single sentence of the Order that he 554 

quotes15 also substantively incorrect as a matter of rate design? 555 

A. The rate design approved by the Commission, and changes required to put it into effect, 556 

are discussed in a variety of different places in the Order.  The Order and those changes 557 

must be read together, as a whole, and individual sentences interpreted in that context.  558 

Mr. Lazare bases his argument on a single sentence of the Order, ignores that sentence’s 559 

context, reads that sentence inconsistently with the Order’s approval of a design that 560 

moves away from recovering fixed costs through volumetric charges, and ascribes to that 561 

sentence a meaning far different than what it actually says, even standing alone.   562 

Q. Why is it not reasonable to read the sentence standing alone the way Mr. Lazare 563 

reads it? 564 

A. The sentence Mr. Lazare quotes refers to one aspect of adjusting ComEd’s prior rate 565 

design to that approved by the Commission.  That one aspect is the reduction in the 566 

amount of fixed costs recovered through volumetric charges.  Mr. Lazare bases his 567 

argument on the claim that the statement “… the use of volumetric charges be reduced so 568 

that they recover 50% of fixed delivery service costs …” means that fixed charges can 569 

also only recover 50% of fixed delivery costs.  We know that because he plainly argues 570 

that “The Commission should approve a set of customer and meter charges that 571 

                                                 
15  Commonwealth Edison Co., No. 10-0467, Final Order (May 24, 2011) at 232; Lazare Dir., Staff 

Ex. 9.0, 9:215-18. 
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collectively recover 50% of fixed costs only.”16  Of course, that is not what the sentence 572 

says.  The word “only” never appears in the sentence.  In my view, the sentence should 573 

be read to express the Commission’s desire, consistent with the balance of the Order, to 574 

reduce the reliance on volumetric charges so that they recover no more than 50% of fixed 575 

costs.  But, regardless, the sentence standing alone says nothing about the recovery of 576 

total costs, and thus cannot form the basis of an argument that a rate design that recovers 577 

50% of total costs through fixed charges.    578 

Q. What do you mean when you say Mr. Lazare ignores the purpose of the Order as a 579 

whole and fails to read the sentence within the context of what the Order does? 580 

A. The whole point of the moving toward an SFV rate design is to reduce the recovery of 581 

fixed costs through the application of volumetric charges.  For example, the Order (at 582 

231) reviews prior decisions of the Commission on SFV designs it has already approved 583 

and concludes that “[a]ll of those decisions recognize the importance of recovering fixed 584 

costs predominantly through fixed charges.”  The Commission continued further to 585 

observe that, on the record before it in Docket No. 10-0467, “[t]he Commission has 586 

recognized the importance of recovering fixed costs predominantly through fixed charges 587 

….”  Id. at 232 (emphasis added).  ComEd’s currently effective delivery service charges 588 

are set so that fixed costs are recovered predominantly through fixed charges, as the 589 

Commission emphasized.  Specifically, for the Residential Single Family Without 590 

Electric Space Heat, Residential Multi Family Without Electric Space Heat, Residential 591 

Single Family With Electric Space Heat, Residential Multi Family With Electric Space 592 

                                                 
16 Lazare Dir., Staff Ex. 9, 11:279-80. 
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Heat, and Watt-Hour delivery classes, respectively, 52%, 51%, 53%, 52%, and 51% of 593 

fixed costs are recovered through the application of fixed charges.  Moreover, in moving 594 

to that rate design, the recovery of fixed costs through volumetric charges was reduced to 595 

the extent possible, as is called for by a movement toward SFV rates. 596 

Mr. Lazare’s reading of the sentence turns that principle on its head.  As opposed 597 

to ComEd’s currently effective rates – rates that meet the Commission’s stated overall 598 

objective – under Mr. Lazare’s new proposal that fixed charges should recover 50% of 599 

fixed costs only, fixed costs would not be recovered predominantly through the 600 

application of fixed charges.   601 

Q. Why it is not possible to comply with the sentence standing alone the way Mr. 602 

Lazare reads it? 603 

A. It would have been impossible to reduce the volumetric charges for the Watt-Hour 604 

Delivery Class, which includes approximately 97,000 customers, and set those charges to 605 

recover 50% of fixed delivery service costs.  Furthermore, given Mr. Lazare’s 606 

interpretation that volumetric charges refer only to the distribution facilities charge 607 

(“DFC”), it also would have been impossible to have a volumetric DFC charge recover 608 

50% of fixed delivery service costs by reducing the DFC for the Residential Multi Family 609 

Without Electric Space Heat Delivery Class.  That class includes over one million 610 

customers.   611 

Put another way, to move from the prior non-SFV rate design to Mr. Lazare’s 612 

proposed rate design, the volumetric DFC would have had to be increased, just the 613 

opposite of what the sentence states.  Specifically, if charges had been set in accordance 614 

with Mr. Lazare’s view, the volumetric DFC for the Residential Multi Family Without 615 
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Electric Space Heat Delivery Class, would have had to be increased from $0.02474/kWh 616 

to $0.02512/kWh, and for the Watt-Hour Delivery Class the volumetric DFC would have 617 

had to be increased from $0.01698/kWh to $0.02279/kWh. 618 

Q. What do you mean when you say that Mr. Lazare gives that sentence a meaning 619 

other than what it says? 620 

A. The sentence refers to volumetric charges.  For each of the subject delivery classes, there 621 

are four base rate delivery service charges, two of which – the DFC and the Illinois 622 

Electricity Distribution Tax Charge (“IEDT”) – are volumetric charges because they are 623 

applied on a per kilowatt-hour (kWh) basis.  However, based on the design presented in 624 

Staff Ex 9.02, Mr. Lazare allocates costs as if the sentence refers to only one volumetric 625 

charge, the DFC.  Whatever the sentence says, it certainly does not say that.  626 

Mr. Lazare’s proposal, which has only one of the two volumetric charges, the DFC, set to 627 

recover 50% of the fixed delivery service costs, is therefore contrary to his own incorrect 628 

reading of the sentence as well.      629 

Q. Did any party to Docket No. 10-0467 propose a rate design like that which 630 

Mr. Lazare now suggests the Commission intended to adopt (i.e., one that recovers a 631 

specific portion of fixed costs through the DFC and sets the customer and meter 632 

charges to recover the remaining fixed costs only)? 633 

A. No.  No such design was proposed, analyzed, or advocated by any witness or party, and 634 

no data concerning such a design was in the record.  Thus, even had Mr. Lazare made the 635 

same flawed arguments then that he makes here and now, there was no basis in the record 636 

for the Commission to adopt the rate design Mr. Lazare recommends. 637 
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C. Other Rate Design Issues 638 

Q. Staff witness Steve Knepler proposes that uncollectible costs that are proposed to be 639 

recovered under Rate DSPP should instead be recovered through Rider UF – 640 

Uncollectible Factors (“Rider UF”).  How should this recommendation be 641 

addressed?   642 

A. Mr. Knepler proposes that no uncollectible costs be included in either base formula 643 

delivery service rates or supply charges. 17  The substance of this proposal as it relates to 644 

Rate DSPP is addressed by Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 13.0).  As to uncollectible costs 645 

relating to delivery service, ComEd believes that this does not change the interclass cost 646 

allocation because the same factors used in the ECOSS to allocate these costs under Rate 647 

DSPP would also be used under Rider UF.  If the Commission were to determine that Mr. 648 

Knepler’s proposal does not change interclass cost allocation and, therefore, is consistent 649 

with the rates approved in Docket No. 10-0467, ComEd will not contest that position.   650 

However, Mr. Knepler’s proposal also addresses supply charges, which are 651 

collected through tariffs not at issue in this proceeding and that are not formula delivery 652 

service rates.  Supply-related uncollectible costs should be addressed outside of this 653 

proceeding as they are not related to delivery service.  654 

Q. IIEC witness Gorman makes a number of other recommendations, including (i) that 655 

the starting residential rate be based on a prior residential rate, (ii) that changes in 656 

class rate design should be excluded in future calculations of rate changes, (iii) that 657 

certain caps be imposed in advance on various cost components of the revenue 658 

requirement (e.g., rate case expenses, affiliate charges, and incentive compensation 659 

                                                 
17 See Knepler Dir., Staff Ex. 2.0, 6:107-109. 
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related costs), and (iv) recommendations about the conduct of the reconciliation 660 

process.  Should the Commission accept these recommendations? 661 

A. No, and certainly not in this Docket.  Many of these recommendations, e.g., advance 662 

limits on costs, are not consistent with the annual formula rate structure Rate DSPP is 663 

proposed under.  Mr. Gorman suggests that the Commission is unable to, or should not, 664 

evaluate the prudence and reasonableness of rate case expenses (if any were included), 665 

affiliate charges, and incentive compensation in this proceeding, and that those costs 666 

should simply flow through the formula rate without review, up to the caps he 667 

suggests.  If those proposed caps are exceeded, he suggests that the Commission should 668 

hold another proceeding to evaluate the prudence and reasonableness of those costs.   669 

Counsel will address the legal issue; factually, I need only point out that advance 670 

caps on particular components of costs are not a valid means of measuring the prudently 671 

incurred and reasonable actual costs in that category.  Moreover, while price cap 672 

regulation is an interesting theoretical concept, price cap regulation is not at all the annual 673 

performance-based formula rate structure that we have and in no event would it be proper 674 

price cap regulation to cap only certain costs in isolation.   675 

Moreover, suggestions about future proceedings and measurements, such as those 676 

of rate changes, and comments concerning costs that will be proposed and supported for 677 

the first time in the reconciliation process are not part of this proceeding.  Any argument 678 

Mr. Gorman wishes to make on those subjects should be made when the issue arises and 679 

in a docket dealing with that issue, not here.  680 

Q. Finally, Staff witness Greg Rockrohr questions whether ComEd’s proposed 681 

Distribution System Loss Study complies with the Commission’s Order in ComEd’s 682 
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last rate case because it fails to segregate service and secondary losses.  Staff Ex. 683 

11.0, 2:44-4:70.  Is Mr. Rockrohr’s concern warranted in this docket?  684 

A. No.  Mr. Born responds to concerns regarding technical aspects of this study, but the rate 685 

design and cost allocation across customer classes proposed by ComEd is consistent with 686 

the Commission’s Order in ComEd’s 2010 Rate Case (Docket No. 10-0467).  The 687 

directive to which Mr. Rockrohr refers is a rate design issue that must be addressed in a 688 

later proceeding.  My conclusion is echoed in the testimony of Staff witness Peter Lazare 689 

who confirms the view of Staff counsel that “the formula rate law does not allow the 690 

Company to incorporate those rate design directives into its design for this case.”  Staff 691 

Ex.  9.0, 5:130-133.  Therefore, ComEd’s proposed Distribution System Loss Study, 692 

ComEd Ex. 7.1, as described in the direct testimony of Mr. Born, ComEd Ex. 7.0, is 693 

compliant with the Commission’s Order in ComEd’s 2010 Rate Case and the tariffs filed 694 

and accepted in compliance with that Order.     695 

V. Conclusion 696 

Q. What action should the Commission take with respect to Rate DSPP? 697 

A. The Commission should approve Rate DSPP with revisions that reflect the rebuttal 698 

testimony presented by ComEd as appropriate, the associated revisions to other ComEd 699 

tariffs, and the calculation of ComEd’s initial revenue requirement under Rate DSPP, also 700 

as revised in ComEd’s rebuttal testimony.  The Commission should also make an original 701 

cost finding, to which no witnesses objected, and should do so in the amount 702 

recommended in the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 13.0).   703 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 704 

A. Yes. 705 


